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CBRNe

Peace cannot be kept by force; it can only be achieved by understanding.

Albert E

The CBRNe Book Series was born as an initiative of the Directive Board and of
the Scientific Committee of “International Master Courses in Protection Against
CBRNe events” (www.mastercbrn.com) at the University of Rome Tor Vergata.
The evolution and increase in Security and Safety threats at an international level
place remarkable focus on the improvement of the emergency systems to deal
with crisis, including those connected to ordinary and non–conventional events
(Chemical, Biological, Radiological, Nuclear, and explosives). In every industrial
Country there are multiple entities with specialized teams in very specific fields,
but the complexity of the events requires professionals that not only have specific
know-how, but also expertise in the entire relevant areas. Given the global interest
in these issues, the Department of Industrial Engineering and the Faculty of
Medicine and Surgery of the Tor Vergata University organize the international
Master Courses in “Protection against CBRNe events”: I Level Master Course
in “Protection against CBRNe events” ( ECTS) and II Level Master Course in
“Protection against CBRNe events” ( ECTS). These courses aim at providing
attendees with comprehensive competences in the field of CBRNe Safety and
Security, through teaching and training specifically focused on real needs. Both
Master Courses are designed according to the spirit of the Bologna Process for
Higher Education, the Italian law and educational system. The Master Courses are
organized also in cooperation with the following Italian Public Entities:

— Presidenza del Consiglio dei Ministri (Prime Minister’s Office);
— Ministero della Difesa (Ministry of Defence);
— Ministero dell’Interno (Ministry of The Interior);
— Istituto Superiore di Sanità (National Health Institute);
— Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica e Vulcanologia (National Institute for Geophysics

and Vulcanology);
— ENEA (Italian National Agency for New Technology, Energy and Sustainable

Economic Development);



— University Consortia CRATI, MARIS and SCIRE;
— Comitato Parlamentare per l’Innovazione Tecnologica (Parliamentary Com-

mittee for Technological Innovation).

And together with the following International Entities:

— OPCW (Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons)
— NATO Joint Centre Of Excellence (Czech Republic);
— NATO SCHOOL of Oberammergau (Germany);
— HotZone Solutions Group (The Netherlands);
— VVU– Sternberk (Czech Republic);
— Seibersdorf Laboratories GmbH (Austria);
— Chernobyl Centre (Ukraine).

All the above–mentioned organizations have signed official cooperation agree-
ments with the University of Rome Tor Vergata in the aim of Master course activi-
ties. The Master have also cooperation with OSCE, IAEA, ECDC, KEMEA in the
aim of the didactical activities and we are working to formalize this collaboration
with a formal cooperation agreement.

Both Master Courses have been officially granted the “NATO selected” status
and have been included in the NATO Education and Training Opportunities
Catalogue (ETOC) and also they are supported by OPCW.

The purpose of the CBRNe book series is to give a new perspective of the
safety and security risks from both a civil and military point of view, touching all
the aspects of the risks from the technological to the medical ones, talking about
agents and effects, protection, decontamination, training, emergency management,
didactic, investigation, communication and policy.

The authors will be experts of the sector coming from civil, military, acade-
mic/research and private realities. A special thanks for the realization of this series goes
to Prof. Carlo Bellecci for his initial encouragement, continuous support and help.

Nel mese di Agosto  il Ministero dell’Istruzione, dell’Università e della Ricerca
(MIUR) ha inserito la collana nella lista di quelle ufficialmente riconosciute con i
seguenti riferimenti:

— codice di classificazione: E;
— titolo: CBRNE BOOK SERIES.

During the month of August, , the Italian Minister for Instruction, University
and Research (MIUR) has officially added this book series in the list of the official
publications recognized by the Minister itself with the following references:

— classification code: E;
— title: CBRNE BOOK SERIES.
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Abstract

Chemical, Biological, Radiological and Nuclear weapons have always been 
part of  human’s history. It all started with biological warfare which later 
on shifting over to chemical warfare, and in the last century, we added 
radiological and nuclear warfare to the scene. One might argue that those 
agents are only and just related to warfare, and therefore, only a military 
response is, was necessary. Over the years, a change could be observed. 
Chemical, biological as radiological agents being available and transport-
ed via air, railway, train and by road posing a new threat. A WMD (weap-
on of  mass destruction) can also be a plane, a car or even a truck as recent 
events have shown in the last two years. A plane carrying a certain amount 
of  fuel as well as a truck, which have a more substantial amount of  fuel 
carried, adding an additional hazard to the incidents or accidents.

Today the response to such tasks is not only limited to the military, fire-
fighters and civil protection units but also medical units as well as police 
forces.

A basic knowledge might help the police officer (all levels) to assess 
better the scene, which implies faster response and remaining safe and 
protected while being able to fulfil their duties. On the other side, police 
officers are the ones charged investigating crimes and crimes with CBRN 
materials are part of  it. Signs and symptoms might give clues and there-
fore, the police officer now, more than ever, should have basic knowledge 
in this subject. 

Therefore, it can be argued that “TODAY” saying that the patrol police 
officer will not be exposed to any risks because they just cordon off  the 
area is irresponsible and a fairy–tale. Hoping that this book will be able to 
change some typical cultural behaviour and showing that policing should 
be more involved in CBRN / HAZMAT training.
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Acronyms

CBRN Chemical, Biological, Radiological and Nuclear agents
CEPOL European Police College
CWC Chemical Weapons Convention
DGR Dangerous Goods Regulation
DUAL USE Equipment or Agents that can be used also maliciously
EOD Explosive Disposal Ordnance
EUROPOL European Police
FBI Federal Bureau of  Investigation
HAZMAT Hazardous Material
HOTZONE Direct Area of  CBRN release (3layer system)
H5N1 Avian Flu
INTERPOL International Police
JESIP Joint Emergency Services Interoperability Principles
OPCW Organisation for the Prevention of  Chemical Weapons
SEVESO EU industrial safety regulations
SWAT Special Weapons and Tactics
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Introduction

After the attacks of  nine elven where planes crashed into the twin towers 
in New York the word WMD (weapon of  mass destruction) received a 
new meaning and the acronym CBRN (chemical, biological, radiological 
and nuclear weapons) became more significant, but the origin of  the word 
can be traced back to a conflict during the Spanish Civil War. At first, the 
terminology of  WMD was only used and referred to the ’30s during the 
time of  the Spanish civil war. The first time that the terminology weapon 
of  mass destruction was used was when in Spain, German bombers for 
the first time tried Arial bombing in the town of  Guernica, which after-
wards was also be known through the famous painting of  Pablo Picasso 
and which was exposed in the 1937’s at the Paris exhibition of  Art.

Chemical, Biological, Radiological and Nuclear weapons have always 
been part of  human’s history. It all started with biological warfare than 
over to chemical warfare and in the last century, adding radiological and 
nuclear warfare to the scene. One might argue that those agents are only 
and just related to warfare and therefore, a military response only is, re-
spectively was necessary. However, over the years, this very specific and 
one of  a kind topic is changing. Chemical, biological and radiological 
agents being available and transported via air, railway, train and by road, 
posing a new threat. As seen, a WMD can also be, e.g. (a) a plane, (b) a 
car or even (c) a truck as recent events have shown in the last two years 
(2017–2019). A plane carrying a certain amount of  fuel (tons) or a truck 
which also has a larger amount of  fuel carried is adding a hazard to the 
incidents or accidents.

Today the response to such tasks is not only limited to the military, fire-
fighters and civil protection units but also medical units as police forces.
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This book will analyse the different steps where police are involved 
and why such training would benefit the police officer as policing per se in 
itself. European Policing Agency such as EUROPOL and INTERPOL of-
fering training in cooperation with the European Police College (CEPOL) 
being quite weak and limited. Europol offering via CEPOL two different 
types of  training related to CBRN, which are around one week of  training 
which is not building a strong knowledge of  CBRN topics. Besides, the 
one week of  training, the participants’ profile is focussing mainly at two 
particular groups EOD and Forensic personnel (Training, 2019). Where-
as INTERPOL also conducts training in CBRN in Cooperation with EU-
ROPOL and CEPOL their primary training does not imply continued 
education for first responders, but also here mainly senior officials and 
specialised units such as EOD and Forensic personnel (Interpol, 2019a, b, c) 
Still, INTERPOL having CBRN response units programmes but on teach-
ing in Europe, we lack in education for police officers. The current CBRN 
response training that is on the market for police officers focusses more 
on post–incident response than in the prevention. All what a regular po-
lice officer on patrol could observe is not part of  any training. If  for exam-
ple during a car control, lab equipment being it for chemical or biological 
purposes found or observed in the car, suspicion should arise and a more 
profound investigation should take place determining what the intent of  
the citizen is with these utilities. Since today almost everything can be 
used in a dual–use capacity.

In the same time, some European Projects are focussing on CBRN 
training and education for European countries. The projects like eNotice 
under the H2020 (European Union, 2017b), Encircle (European Union, 
2017a), Eden (European Union, n.d.) and the Gift (European Union, 2015) 
will show by time if  they are having a substantial impact on education in 
the policing sector or not.

A basic knowledge might help the police officer (all levels) to assess 
better the scene, which implies faster response and remaining safe and 
protected being able to fulfil their duties. On the other side, police of-
ficers are the ones charged investigating crimes and crimes with CBRN 
materials are part of  it. Signs and symptoms might give clues and there-
fore, the police officer now, more than ever should have basic knowledge 
in this topic (CBRN) as the events of  the last five years (2014–2019) have 
shown.
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Therefore, it can be argued that “TODAY” saying that the police of-
ficer will not be exposed to any risks because they just cordon off  the 
area is irresponsible and a fairy–tale. Hoping that this book will be able to 
change some typical cultural behaviour and showing that policing should 
be more involved in CBRN / HAZMAT training.

This being said. The last chapter of  this thesis will take a look into an 
eventual training cycle for police officers.






